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Nowadays, service-oriented architectures (SoA) are increasingly used to develop dynamic enterprise 
systems. Due to the increasing need for high quality services, it is desirable to consider different 
qualitative aspects in this architecture (for example security, availability, reliability, fault tolerance, etc.). 
As architecture analysis and design language (AADL) can be used in the analysis of partially defined 
architectural patterns with limited architectural details, it is suitable for specifying large-scale complex 
systems. In this paper, we present a formal approach to model functional and non-functional aspects in 
service oriented applications through AADL language. We will explain how different parts of SoA can be 
specified through AADL and how different non-functional aspects can be analyzed using the proper 
existing tools for AADL. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Service-oriented architectures (SoA) provide a flexible 
platform to develop dynamic enterprise systems. SoA 
provide a standard in which automated service publication 
and discovery at runtime is possible. It means that 
whenever a service provider cannot provide a service with 
the required quality any longer, the service requester can 
search for and switch to a new service provider (Baresi et 
al., 2006). Designing such highly dynamic architectures is 
a complex task since designers have to consider both 
functional and non-functional requirements. The functional 
requirements deal with component structures, interaction 
and reconfiguration mechanisms among components 
while non-functional requirements are dealing with quality 
aspects of the systems such as security, availability, 
reliability, fault tolerance, etc. Even though there are 
different works to alleviate these complexities by 
proposing different modeling frameworks and architectural 
styles, there is still room for improvement. Most of the 
existing work is concerning the modeling functional 
aspects while a few of them considering non-functional 
requirements in  their  proposals.  Modeling  and  analysis  
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non-functional properties are more complex for 
developing distributed systems (Baier and Katoen, 2008). 
In this paper we present an approach to formally model 
service oriented applications using AADL. We describe 
how different parts involved in a service-oriented 
application can be specified through AADL. Similar to an 
architectural style, we propose a vocabulary of design 
elements in AADL (for example component and connector 
types, data elements, etc.), a set of configuration 
(reconfiguration) policies and finally the analysis approach 
to assess non-functional properties using the existing 
tools to analyze AADL descriptions [for example OSATE 
(Hansson et al., 2010)]. 

We can assess different non-functional aspects for the 
designed models like: security, safety, reliability. It is also 
possible to perform the following analysis: checking model 
sanity, checking connections binding consistency and 
checking for consistency of port properties on 
connections. 
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The AADL language 

 
AADL (Feiler et al.,  2006;  SAE  International  and  SAE  Standards,  



 
 
 
 
2009) is an internationally standardized architecture description 
language. It is configured by the set of non-functional properties 
applied to each model element. It is developed for modeling software 
system architecture and conducting analysis and verification of its 
non-functional behavior. The behavior of a system is defined by 
means of dispatching invariants and communication patterns. The 
language is useful across domains where real-time, embedded, fault 
tolerant, secure, safety critical, software-intensive systems are 
developed. System components are composites that can consist of 
other systems as well as of software or hardware components. 
Furthermore, AADL supports automated system integration via tools 
from fully specified AADL models when source code is provided for 
the software components. This standard provides formal modeling 
concepts for the description and analysis of application systems 
architecture in terms of distinct components and their interactions. 
The AADL is component-centric and allows to: 
 
i) Specify and analyze real-time embedded systems, complex 
systems and specialized performance capability systems. 
ii) Map software onto computational hardware elements (Feiler et 
al., 2006). 
 
The AADL standard includes runtime semantics for mechanisms of 
exchange and control of data including: 
 
i) Message passing. 
ii) Event passing. 
iii) Synchronized access to shared components. 
iv) Thread scheduling protocols. 
v) Timing requirements. 
vi) Remote procedure calls. 
 
AADL provides an extensible core language which is composed of 
well-defined semantics and both graphical and textual syntaxes 
representations (Thöne, 2005). In addition, dynamic reconfiguration 
of runtime architectures can be specified using operational modes 
and mode transitions. An AADL model such as thread dispatching 
condition, interface specifications and how components are 
interconnected can be used to describe non-functional aspects of 
components as performance, schedulability and reliability (Gilles and 
Hugues, 2009). Functional aspects (algorithmic/behavioral 
specifications) are attached separately as source code by means of 
AADL properties. For example, thread components for specifying 
and analyzing schedulability include the predeclared execution 
property of periodic, aperiodic (event-driven), background 
(dispatched once and executed to completion) and sporadic (paced 
by an upper rate bound) events (Feiler et al., 2006). AADL provides 
components to describe computer system architectures and these 
components have precise semantics. Components have a type and 
one or more implementations. Software components include data, 
subprogram, thread, thread group and process. The hardware 
components include processor, memory, bus and device. 

The system abstraction represents a composite of software, 
execution platform or system components. System abstractions can 
be organized into a hierarchy that can represent complex systems of 
systems. AADL components interact exclusively through defined 
interfaces. A component interface consists of directional flow 
through: 
 
i) Data ports for unqueued state data. 
ii) Event data ports for queued message data. 
iii) Event ports for asynchronous events. 
iv) Synchronous subprogram calls. 
v) Explicit access to data components. 
 
Interactions among components are specified explicitly. For 
example, data communication among components is specified 
through   connection   declarations.   Application   components  have  
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properties that specify timing requirements such as period, worst-
case execution time, compute deadlines, initialize deadlines, space 
requirements, arrival rates, and characteristics of data and event 
streams. The original language concepts and key specification 
elements of AADL are summarized in Figure 1. In AADL, 
components are defined through type and implementation 
declarations. A ‘component type’ declaration defines a component’s 
interface elements and externally observable attributes (that is, 
features that are interaction points with other components, flow 
specifications and internal property values). A ‘component 
implementation’ declaration defines a component’s internal structure 
in terms of subcomponents, connections, subprogram call 
sequences, modes, flow implementations and properties. 
Components are grouped into application software, execution 
platform and composite categories. Packages enable the 
organization of AADL elements into named groups. 
 
 
The SoA style 
 
Service-oriented architecture (SoA) is a method underlying systems 
development and integration where system functions are grouped 
around business processes and are packaged as interoperable 
services (Jonnaganti, 2009). In a service-oriented architecture, 
business components expose their functionality as services over a 
network to other components. A service is equipped with a 
description of the provided functionality including information about 
the interface and how to access it. Recently, the service-oriented 
paradigm has become very popular under the label of ‘web services’ 
(Champion et al., 2002; Chen, 1976). As shown in Figure 2, SoA 
involves three different roles: service providers, service requesters 
and discovery agencies. The service provider runs the service and 
publishes the service description to ‘discover agency’. The 
‘discovery agency’ enables dynamic service discovery and allows 
requesters to access the service (Thöne, 2005). Since service 
providers and requesters usually do not know each other in 
advance, the service descriptions are published via third-party 
‘discovery agencies’. They categorize the descriptions and deliver 
them in response to queries issued by service requesters. As soon 
as the ‘service requester’ retrieves a service description that meets 
its requirements, it can use it to interact with the service (Pilioura and 
Tsalgatidou, 2001). Service-oriented architectures are very dynamic 
and flexible: components and services are loosely coupled and use 
standardized communication protocols. As the service descriptions 
are exchanged at runtime, ‘service requesters’ can dynamically 
switch from unsatisfactory services to those providing better 
functionality or quality. To consider SoA-specific features like service 
discovery in our architecture models, in this paper we define an 
architectural framework which formally describes the concepts of 
service oriented computing. 

Following the idea of a platform hierarchy, the SoA-specific style 
extends the more generic, component-based style. This means that 
SoA contain components and connectors, too, and they support the 
same message-based communication mechanisms. The framework 
can be continuously used along with the following platform 
mechanisms: 
 
1) A ‘service provider’ can publish service descriptions to ‘discover 
agency’. 
2) A ‘discovery agency’ receives publication requests and stores the 
attached service descriptions. 
3) The ‘service requester’ sends a service query to the ‘discovery 
agency’. 
4) The ‘discovery agency’ can receive such queries, search for an 
appropriate service description and send the query result back to the 
requester. 
5) The service requester receives and safes the description and is 
directly connected to the relevant service. 
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Figure 1. Summary of AADL elements: Feiler et al. (2006).  

 
 
 
OUR PROPOSED APPROACH 

 
Service provider, ‘discovery agency’ and ‘service requester’ can be 
modeled as special components using appropriate subtypes of 
component and component type. A ‘service provider’ publishes 
service descriptions to a ‘discovery agency’. The service description 
describes a specific service because, in SoA, descriptions refer to 
deployed, addressable service rather than to service type. We can 
summarize our approach to model service oriented applications 
through AADL in the following steps: 
 
 
Steps 1 

 
Specify the SoA system through three processes that is ‘service 
provider’, ‘discovery agency’ and ‘service requeste’r (Figure 3). As it 
is shown, the connection between these three processes along with 
the proper ports and interfaces is defined in section ‘connection’ 
based on the architecture presented in Figure 2. Communication 
between processes is defined in Part SoA system. Overall the 
system has three operational modes. Initialize mode is the initial 

mode which is used to activate the system. Discovery agency and 
‘service provider’ are active in both modes. 
 
 

Step 2 
 

Specify service provider and ‘discovery agency’ as a periodic 
processes as shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. All services 
that can provide a service are declared in Part 
Service_Provider.imp. So to define a particular system, it needs the 
service providers to be declared again. 
 
 

Step 3 
 

Determine the two aperiodic threads for searching and adding 
services in ‘discovery agency’ as shown in Figure 5. 
 
 

Step 4 

 
Communication between the ‘service provider’ and the ‘discovery 
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Figure 2. Roles in a service-oriented architecture, cf.: Champion et al. (2002). 

 
 
 

system SOA 

 features 

 Init_Done: in event port; 

end SOA; 

system implementation SOA.imp 

 subcomponents 

 SR: process Service_Requester.imp ; 

 DA: process Discovery_Agency.imp in modes (Query, Int); 

 SP: process Service_Provider.imp in modes (Query, Int); 

 connections 

 event data port SP.new_Service -> DA.new_Service  in 

modes (Query, Int); 

 event data port DA.query_Result -> SR.query_Result  in 

modes (Query); 

 event data port SR.new_query -> DA.new_query  in 

modes (Query); 

 port group SR.interact_out -> SP.interact_in  in modes (Int); 

 port group SP.interact_out -> SR.interact_in  in modes (Int); 

 event port SP.Act_Service -> DA.Act_Service in modes (Query, Int); 

 modes 

 Initialize: initial mode ; 

 Query: mode ; 

 Int: mode ; 

 Initialize -[ Init_Done ]-> Query; 

end SOA.imp; 
 

 
Figure 3. SoA system. 
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process Service_Provider 

 features 

 new_Service: in out event data port Service_record; 

 Act_Service: out event port; 

 interact_in: port group basic::input_PT; 

 interact_out: port group basic::output_PT; 

 --properties 

 --Dispatch_Protocol => Aperiodic;  

 end Service_Provider; 

 process implementation Service_Provider.imp 

 --here we declare services that are required 

 --subcomponents 

  --Connections  

 --modes 

 end Service_Provider.imp; 
 

 
Figure 4. Service provider. 

  
 
 

process Discovery_Agency 

 features 

 new_Service:  in out event data port Service_record; 

 Act_Service: in out event port; 

 new_query:  in out event data port ServiceQuery_record; 

 query_Result: in out event data port Service_record; 

end Discovery_Agency; 

process implementation Discovery_Agency.imp 

 subcomponents 

 Service_addition: thread SEI_Service_addition; 

 Service_search: thread SEI_Service_search; 

 connections 

 event data port new_Service -> Service_addition.new_Servise; 

 event data port new_query -> Service_search.new_query; 

 event data port Service_search.query_Result -> query_Result;  

 event port Act_Service -> Service_addition.Act_Service; 

 event port Act_Service -> Service_search.Act_Service; 

 end Discovery_Agency.imp;  
 
Figure 5. Discovery agency. 

 
 
 
agency’ is modeled via the event data port as shown in Figures 4 
and 5. 
 
 

Step 5 
Specify service requester as periodic processes as shown in Figure 
6. 
 
 

Step 6 
 
Determine   an   aperiodic  thread  in  ‘service  requester’  to  receive  

services from ‘service provider’ as shown in Figure 6. 
 
 
Step 7 

 
Determine a periodic thread in ‘service requester’ to send out 
request to ‘discovery agency’ as shown in Figure 6. 

s 
The ‘requester’ thread and the ‘interaction’ thread in the process of 
‘service requester’ are active in ‘query’ mode and ‘int ‘mode 
respectively. 
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process Service_Requester 

 features 

 new_query:  in out event data port ServiceQuery_record; 

 query_Result:  in out event data port Service_record; 

 interact_in:  port group basic::input_PT { 

Required_Connection => false; }; 

 interact_out:  port group basic::output_PT { 

Required_Connection => false; }; 

 properties 

 Dispatch_Protocol => Periodic; 

 Period => 30 Ms; 

end Service_Requester; 

process implementation Service_Requester.imp 

 subcomponents 

 Requester: thread Requester  in modes (Query); 

 Interaction: thread Intraction  in modes (Int); 

 connections 

 event data port Requester.new_query -> new_query in modes 

(Query); 

 event data port query_Result -> Requester.query_Result in 

modes (Query); 

 event port Requester.Activation -> Interaction.Activation in 

modes (Int); 

 port group Interaction.interact_out -> interact_in { 

Required_Connection => true in modes (Int); }; 

 port group interact_out -> Interaction.interact_in { 

Required_Connection => true in modes (Int); }; 

 modes 

 Query: initial mode ; 

 Int:  mode ;  
 
Figure 6. Service requester. 

  
 
 

data ServiceDescription 

end ServiceDescription; 

 

data ServiceRequirements

end ServiceRequirements; 
 
Figure 7. Data type. 

  
 
 
Step 8 

 
Communication between the ‘service requester’ and the ‘discovery 
agency’ is modeled via the event data port as shown in Figures 5 
and 6. 
 
 
Step 9 

 
Communication between the ‘service requester’ and the ‘service 
provider’ is modeled via the port group as shown in Figures 4 and 6. 

Step 10 
 
Enable aperiodic threads through the event port as shown in Figures 
3, 4 and 5. 
 
 
Step 11 

 
Specify service description and service requirements as data type as 
shown in Figure 7. 

 
Service description is defined by the type of data which can be as a 
new service to be sent in the form of a service record to ‘discovery 
agency’. Also, service requirement is defined by the type of data 
which can be sent in the form of a query to the ‘discovery agency’. 

 
 
Case study 
 
To show how our modeling framework can be used to model 
different systems, we have considered an ATM machine. Figure 8 
shows an ATM machine which has been described using our 
proposed modeling approach. It consists of three particular services 
to an ATM machine in the form of a thread. As previously mentioned, 
the Service_Provider.imp is the main part that should be changed. 
Services available include: ‘balance’, ‘withdrawal’ and if the user 
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process implementation Service_Provider.imp 

 subcomponents 

  Balance:   thread returnBalance in modes (Blnc); 

  Withdrawal: thread group Withdrawal.imp in modes 

(WithDrwl); 

  ExitSP:   thread ChooseExit  in modes (Exit); 

 Connections 

  C1: event data port Balance.new_Service -> 

new_Service in modes (Query,Int); 

  C2: event data port Withdrawal.new_Service -> 

new_Service in modes (Query,Int); 

  C3: event data port ExitSP.new_Service -> 

new_Service in modes (Query,Int); 

  C4: event port interact_out.event_out -> 

ActiveThread  in modes(Int); 

  C5: event port ActiveThread -> Balance.BalanceSrv 

 in modes (Int,Blnc); 

  C6: event port ActiveThread -> 

Withdrawal.WithDrwSrv  in modes (Int,WithDrwl); 

  C7: event port ActiveThread -> ExitSP.Choose_Exit 

 in modes (Int,Exit); 

  C8: data port Balance.ShowBalance -> 

interact_out.data_out in modes (Int); 

  C9: data port Withdrawal.GrantMoney -> 

interact_out.data_out in modes (Int); 

  C10: event port ExitSP.InsertCard -> 

interact_out.event_out in modes (Int); 

 modes 

  Query: initial mode; 

  Blnc:   mode; 

  WithDrwl: mode; 

  Exit:   mode; 

  Int:   mode;   

  Int -[ interact_in.event_in ]-> Blnc; 

  Int -[ interact_in.event_in ]-> WithDrwl; 

  Int -[ interact_in.event_in ]-> Exit; 

 end Service_Provider.imp;  
 
Figure 8. ATM machine specified through AADL. 

  
 
 

thread returnBalance 

 features 

  BalanceSrv: in event port; 

  ShowBalance: out data port Basic::int; 

  Exit:  out event port;  

  new_Service: out event data port Service_record; 

 properties 

  SEI::SecurityLevel => 8; 

  SEI::safetyCriticality => 8; 

end returnBalance;  
 
Figure 9. Return balance thread. 

wants to cancel is ‘exit’. As it is shown, Service_Provider.imp is 
composed of five operational modes in which the ‘query’ and ‘int’ 
modes are related to the entire system. Initially, the system is in the 
‘query’ mode and in this mode information about the services is sent 
to ‘discovery agency’. After that, ‘service provider’ enters to the ‘int’ 
mode. Then, the ‘service requester’ will request a special service 
and depending on the requested service and using the activated 
ports, the system enters to the desired mode. returnBalance thread 
defines the balance for the user. As it is shown in Figure 9, it has an 
input event port that is used to activate the returnBalance. It also has 
an output event data port that uses it to introduce new service to 
‘discovery agency’. Also, ‘show_balance’ data port is used to display 
the user account balance and ‘exit’, event port is used to prompt 
completion   and   enables   ChooseExit   thread.  Withdrawal  thread  



 
 
 
 

thread group Withdrawal 

  features 

  WithDrwSrv:   in out event port; 

  GrantMoney:   in out data port Basic::Money; 

  new_Service: out event data port Service_record;  

  properties 

  SEI::SecurityLevel => 8; 

  SEI::safetyCriticality => 8;  

 end Withdrawal;  

thread group implementation Withdrawal.imp 

  subcomponents  

  StnOrOth: thread ChooseStnOrOth in modes 

(WithDrwl); 

  Stn:  thread StandardP   in modes (Standard); 

  Oth:  thread OthersP   in modes (Other); 

  Money:  thread GrantMoney in modes 

(Standard,Other); 

  Exit:  thread ChooseExit   in modes 

(Standard,Other);  

  Connections 

  C6: event port WithDrwSrv    -> 

StnOrOth.WithDrwSrv  in modes (WithDrwl); 

  C7: event port StnOrOth.StandardDrw  -> 

Stn.StandardDrw  in modes (Standard); 

  C8: event port StnOrOth.OtherDrw   

 -> Oth.OthersDrw   in modes (Other); 

  C9: data port Stn.Select_StandardMoney -> 

Money.GrantMoneySrv in modes (Standard,Other); 

  C10: data port Oth.Select_OthersMoney -> 

Money.GrantMoneySrv in modes (Standard,Other);   

  C11: data port Money.GrantM   

   -> GrantMoney  in modes 

(Standard,Other); 

  C12: event port Money.Exit     -> 

Exit.Choose_Exit in modes (Standard,Other);   

  C13: event port Exit.InsertCard    

 -> WithDrwSrv in modes (Standard,Other); 

  modes 

  WithDrwl: initial mode; 

  Standard: mode; 

  Other:  mode; 

  WithDrwl -[ StnOrOth.StandardDrw ]-> Standard; 

  WithDrwl -[ StnOrOth.OtherDrw ]-> Other; 

end Withdrawal.imp;  
 
Figure 10. Withdrawal thread. 

 
 
 

thread ChooseExit 

 features 

  new_Service: out event data port Service_record; 

  Choose_Exit: in event port; 

  InsertCard: out event port;   

 flows  

  ExitFlow: flow path Choose_Exit -> InsertCard; 

  properties 

  SEI::SecurityLevel => 8; 

  SEI::safetyCriticality => 8; 

end ChooseExit; 

 
 

 
Figure 11. Choose thread.  
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group is composed of five threads which pay requested amount of 
money to the user as shown in Figure 10. According to the user 
request to use standard amounts provided by the ATM machine or 
to enter his/her desired amount, two threads are executed 
respectively, that is the StandardP and ‘othersp’ threads. 
GrantMoney thread pays money to the user and finally ChooseExit 
thread terminates operations. The ChooseExit thread is also used 
for the cases in which the user is not willing to continue operations or 
operations terminated (Figure 11). 

Defining the ‘security’ and ‘safety’ levels for this system is very  
important. Using the features ‘security level’ and safety ‘criticality’ in 
this language, we can define the security level in components and 
subcomponents. As it is shown in this example, we have considered 
the level of safety and security equal to 8. 
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
These existing analyses are made available through a 
number of tools such as OSATE, SPICES, Stood, etc. 
Additional analysis can be implemented (for example, 
through OSATE since it supports plug-in development in 
an eclipse environment) (Hansson et al., 2010). As we 
mentioned earlier, these tools will automatically check the 
non-functional behavior and help us in creating a system 
with high security level. Architectural modeling can 
efficiently be used to verify security of system 
architectures and thus gain confidence in the system 
design. Using AADL and OSATE, the SEI has developed 
analytical techniques to represent standard security 
protocols for enforcing confidentiality and integrity and 
model and verify security using system architecture 
according to flow-based approaches early and often in the 
life cycle. Security as an architectural concern crosscuts 
all levels of the system (application, middleware, operating 
systems and hardware). Security requires intra- and inter-
level verification and has immediate effects on the runtime 
behavior of the system, specifically on other dependability 
attributes. The designer seeks to ensure that the software 
applications do not compromise the confidentiality of the 
secure information they are exchanging. The following 
types of security verification and analysis are available as 
OSATE plug-ins: 
 
i) Basic confidentiality principle-access should only be 
granted if given the appropriate security clearance. 
Ii) Need-to-know principle access should be granted only 
to a resource if there is a need. Controlled sanitization 
lowering the security level of an object or subject should 
only be authorized and performed by a privileged subject. 
iii) Non-alteration of object’s security require a subject 
using an object as input should not alter the security level 
of the object, even if the object is updated as an output 
from the subject. 
iv) Hierarchical condition: (1) a component has a security 
level that is the maximum of the security levels of its 
subcomponents, and (2) all connections are checked to 
determine whether the source component of a connection 
declaration has a security level that is the same or lower 
than that of the  destination  component  (Hansson  et  al.,  
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2010). This tool from the Part in which system 
implementation provides an instance which different 
analysis can be done on it. In fact, the system will create 
instances based on spatial-defined architecture. 
 
When we are defining the security and safety levels, the 
system checks if it can create spatial instances with this 
level of security or not. If the security is defined at a 
component level and have not defined for the associated 
subcomponents, the system will report an error and 
states the instance produced at 0 level, when we want to 
check security. This means that the security level must 
be considered in a component and all its associated 
subcomponents. Of course this feature is more visible 
when we want to bind software to hardware. By mapping 
the entities of a software architecture (that is, processes, 
threads and partitions) to a hardware architecture 
(consisting of, for example, CPUs, communication 
channels and memory), we can ensure that the hardware 
architecture supports required security levels. In addition 
security check and safety check, the analyst can perform 
the following analysis: 
 
i) Checking model sanity. 
ii) Checking connections binding consistency. 
iii) Checking for consistency of port properties on 
connections. 
iv) Checking property values for circular property 
references. 
v) Checking ports for required connections. 
 
In this paper, we tried to check all items stated on the 
code written for proposed approach and ATM machine 
and to specify an approach that will satisfy all the 
aforementioned cases. 
 
 
Related work 
 
Chaari et al. (2008) present a non-functional parameters-
based framework for web service discovery and selection. 
The developed framework relies on an ontology-based 
categorization of service non-functional property. The 
selection process is achieved via peer-to-peer interactions 
among a NFP-based matching engine (NME) and 
community services. This framework can be used only for 
web services. Gönczy et al. (2007) present a metamodel 
to create a ‘service-oriented architecture’ with reliable 
message delivery. The formal techniques and graph 
transformation were used to achieve this goal. This 
approach only considers reliable messaging without 
considering the other kind of faults in an SoA -based 
application. The authors briefly look at this system and 
quality aspects in them. This approach also considers only 
one aspect of the non-functional properties and other 
aspects are ignored in this proposal. Rafe et al. (2009), 
Rafe and Mahdian (2011) and Mahdian et al. (2009) uses  

 
 
 
 
the style presented in (Gönczy et al., 2007) to consider 
different type of non-functional properties. They extend 
the formal style by adding new elements to the type graph 
and new graph transformation rules to consider new 
configurations. Even though using this approach, one can 
model different types of non-functional properties (for 
example fault tolerance and security); there is no proper 
approach to analyze them. Using this approach, one can 
analyze different functional properties through model 
checking on graph transformation system (Rafe et al., 
2010; Baresi et al., 2008; Rafe and Rahmani, 2009). 

Garcia and Toledo (2007) present architecture for fault 
tolerant and service-based business processes. The 
approach extends the basic web service architecture with 
the inclusion of broker and monitor components and a 
UDDI extension to create BPMS. Although the proposed 
extensions cause a significant additional cost, it is 
acceptable because of the offered benefits. To extend its 
business process architecture, they use two extra 
components. Also, they detect faults that occurred in the 
system. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
In this paper, we proposed a formal framework to specify 
service-oriented applications. To do this, we have used 
AADL language to express SoA-based applications. We 
have proposed a framework which helps designers to 
model and express different parts of the system through 
AADL. Then, we explained our approach to analyze 
different non-functional properties on the models. Using 
the existing tools for AADL descriptions we can analyze 
different non-functional properties such as real-timeness, 
fault tolerance, security etc. As our future work, we have a 
plan to complete the work by presenting the approach 
through a style. To ease the using of the approach by 
different designers we have a plan to define the style by 
UML through proposing proper stereo types. Hence, it is 
possible to use the UML in the front while a formal and 
precise basis (that is ADDL) as the background. 
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